
Method

One of our wonderful Local Network Partners up in North Queensland, Jim Callan, contacted me the other day to 
talk about a new STEM exploration called floating oranges. He told me that oranges with peel on float and if you 
take the peel o�, they sink. He challenged me to �nd out whether it worked for other fruit.  Well, at Little 
Scientists, we can never resist a good challenge and as I had a whole garden full of citrus fruit to test, I got busy. 
And reaping the rewards of this exploration – we have got to have the fruit for morning tea. Win-win!

Wash the fruit carefully. Fill a large bucket or tub with 
water and place your fruit in. Do you notice it floating of 
sinking in the water? Does every piece float or just some 
of it? What happens a�er we peel it? Does peeling a 
quarter of the piece of fruit make it sink What happens if 
you peel more skin o�, try a half? Three quarters?

Oranges are buoyant because of their peel. An orange with peel on is like a person wearing a life jacket. The peel is 
full of small air pockets that keep it afloat. Remove the peel and the cracks between the segments �ll with water, 
making it denser, so it sinks. However, we are now testing other fruit in our house. We think that limes might work 
but we are worried the peel might be too thin. 

Observations, conclusions, ideas

Equipment list

Fruit with peel, we suggest citrus fruit
Bucket or tub
Water
Peeler or grater

What’s the STEM?

An experiment takes place in stages. A discussion about 
the activity, a prediction about what is going to happen, 
observations while it is taking place and a discussion of 
the results. And the WHY. This is the important stage at 
the end of an experiment when we reflect on what took 
place. Finding the words to describe the activity and the 
WHY are o�en forgotten in all the excitement of the next 
step. At Little Scientists, we like to look closely at the 
results, revisiting the documentation and discussing the 
why. It is important too that you retest the experiment 
and try new things to get di�erent results. Was it a one 
o� or can you reproduce the results? 
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Floating fruit


